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1 Introdution.

The master of mathematis (third and fourth year at the university) of the university

of Savoie (Chambery) has optional ourses in logi [3℄. Some years ago, these ourses

were an introdution to the bases of mathematial logi, but due to the diÆulties

of the students with reasoning, the goal of the third year ourse hanged gradually

to beome a training in mathematial reasoning.

The introdution of PhoX [13℄, the proof assistant of C. Ra�alli, allowed to do

tutorial sessions (TS) with omputers. With the mahine, students annot give

inorret proofs. Errors are replaed by situations where they get stuk and the

teaher an help them to progress. Our experiene shows that the bene�t for the

student is greater than to show him the erroneous sentenes of its reasoning beause

he does not always understand the explanations of the teaher.

After four years of experiene, this tool seems very useful to us. It shows learly

that, up to the third year (and may be even the fourth) at the university, the

main diÆulties of the students do not ome from the mathematial onepts they

disover but rather from their very strong inomprehension of the nature of math-

ematial reasoning.

Before using PhoX, we give a small ourse of formal logi to the third year stu-

dents. But the di�erene with an informal presentation of mathematial reasoning

is very small and it should be possible to use PhoX even with �rst year students:

we will try this experiment during the spring 2002 semester.

In this paper, we desribe the main points of our experiene. Setion 2 quikly

gives the ontext of proofs on mahine. Our experiment itself is desribed in setion

3. We give a detailed example in setion 4. We onlude by some prospets. The

appendix 1 gives the main ommands of PhoX whih is helpful to have a deeper

understanding of the example.

2 Proof and omputers.

The proof assistants like ACL2 [9℄, COQ [7℄, HOL [6, 8℄, Isabelle [11℄, LEGO [12℄,

PVS [10℄ . . . allow to do mathematial proofs with a omputer and their orretion

are thus guaranteed. This is not only automated dedution: the user an (and

generally must) guide the mahine in the reasoning. The software just heks that

eah step of the proof is orret.

Most of the softwares above provide more or less sophistiated algorithms of

automati dedution allowing to �nish the proof without the partiipation of the
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user. But this aspet does not have muh teahing interest beause the interesting

point is the orretness of eah step of a proof. These systems were developed

by speialists primarily aiming for appliations in formal veri�ation for programs,

iruits, ommuniations protools, et. Learning to use these systems is not simple

and learly requires too muh time for a student in mathematis at the university.

Thus, none of these system is suitable for teahing purposes.

As far as the authors know, Phox is the only proof assistant used in Frane for

teahing mathematis. The ideal tool is a system whih is simultaneously suÆiently

powerful to allow to do proofs at the �rst or seond year level, and as simple and

intuitive as possible. These goals are diÆult to reonile beause the power is

obtained, in general, by a great number of ommands (one for eah typial situation)

and the training is thus neessarily long.

3 Our teahing experiene.

3.1 A few word about logi.

Our third year ourse [3℄ presents �rst order logi with its onnetives and its

quanti�ers. We also introdue the rules of natural dedution.

This formalism is probably not neessary before using PhoX, but a minimal

presentation desribing what is a mathematial statement and what is a proof is

essential. Indeed:

� The software does not handle sentenes in human languages but mathematial

formulas. It is important for the student to be able to read them. This

symboli notation does not add diÆulties beause the students do not see

di�erently the symbol 8 and the expression \for all" one this symbol has

been de�ned (there are still young and used to hange notation with di�erent

teahers).

� Eah ommand of the system will orrespond to a preise step of a math-

ematial reasoning and it is neessary to introdue a minimal voabulary to

explain these ommands.

Moreover, and even if this is done (at least in Frane) most of the time, is it

reasonable to teah mathematis without de�ning �rst, even informally, what is a

proposition and a proof, sine they are the basis of all the mathematis? When

we do not de�ne these onepts, we enfore a division between the students who

disover their meaning themselves (this is what happened to those who beame

teahers!) and the others.

In the setion below, we give the informal answers to these questions that, in

our opinion, are neessary (and suÆient) for a student before he uses PhoX.

3.2 What to tell to students before using PhoX.

What is a mathematial statement ? Statements (or formulas) are built start-

ing from atomi fats whih depend on the type of mathematis we are doing: they

an be an equality, an inequality, the membership of an objet in a set, the paral-

lelism of two lines, et. Generally, these atomi fats are the properties that, at this

level, we do not wish to break up into more elementary fats. For example, we an

onsider that \n is prime" is an atomi fat or we an onsider that it is de�ned

using only divisibility as atomi fats.

To gather these fats we use onnetives and quanti�ers: the onjuntion (^), the

disjuntion (_), the impliation (!), the negation (:), the universal quanti�ation

(8) and the existential quanti�ation (9).
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It is important that students be able to translate an informal statement into a

statement using the symbols above and vie versa. This is far from being immediate.

In our logi ourse, we do many exerises of translation and the experiene shows

that they are not useless. It is for example well-known that the various manners of

saying A ! B are not understood by the students: \B is neessary ondition for

A", \A is a suÆient ondition to have B", \if A then B", ... This is a diÆulty

students have to overome: they must be able to read a statement and to distinguish

what is a statement and what is not.

What is a true statement ? A seond year student, who just learned that all

symmetri matries an be diagonalized, did not onsider for ertain that he would

never have the \bad luk" to see a ounter-example. Another said that a statement

is true if it has no ounter-example.

This onept of truth (the logiian says the semantis) is problemati. But,

It is not neessary to de�ne it formally. Indeed, we would say A ^ B is true if

and only if A is true and B is true and we just de�ned the onjuntion from itself

using an \if and only if" whose role is not so lear! Suh a de�nition (however

essential for the logiian) neither is signi�ant nor useful for the student beause

the intuitive meaning of the onjuntion or the universal quanti�ation is enough

for him. Nevertheless, the meaning of impliation and the absurdity reasoning are

spei� problems on whih we have to spend more time.

What is really important is to say how we establish the truth of a statement:

by writing proofs!

What is a proof ? A proof is a sequene of steps: eah step is an appliation of a

spei� rule. At eah step of a proof, we have a knowledge list (usually logiian say

hypothesis, but this term an be misleading beause it seems to denote something

that is �xed).

This knowledge list (KL) hanges often. At the beginning of a proof, the list is

empty or, more preisely, ontains all the results given by the teaher (theorems,

lemmas, axioms, ...). Some of the rules extend KL. Moreover, if a proof needs to

distinguish several ases, at the beginning of the proof of eah ase KLs are idential,

but they will evolve independently during eah proof.

For eah onnetive and quanti�er, there are two rules:

The introdution rule, whih is used to prove a formula starting by this symbol.

For instane to prove A! B, we add A to KL and we prove B.

The elimination rule, whih allows to use an hypothesis (a member of KL)

starting with that symbol. For instane if A _ B belongs to KL and if we want to

prove C, it is enough to prove A! C and B ! C. The fat we use an \and" where

there is an \or" disturbs a lot the students !

It ould be surprising that this is enough to prove any mathematial result (this

is God�el's ompleteness theorem). This is not very diÆult to explain, but many

mathematiians are not aware of it !

We give below an informal presentation of all the rules. We give them a name,

between parenthesis, to refer to the rule later (it is the name of the onnetive

indexed by i if it is an introdution rule or e if it is an elimination rule). We use

the verb \an" in rules to insist on the fat that we an generally apply more than

one rule in a given situation.

(ax) This �rst rule is not assoiated to any onnetive. It says that if a statement

belongs to KL, then it is proved!

(!

i

) To prove (A! B), I an add A to KL and prove B.
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(!

e

) If (A! B) and A belong to KL then, I an add B to KL.

(^

i

) To prove (A and B), I an prove A and then prove B.

(^

e

) If (A and B) belongs to KL then, I an add both A and B to KL.

(_

i

) To prove (A or B), I an prove A or I an prove B.

(_

e

) If (A or B) belongs to KL then, to prove C, I an prove (A! C) and (B !

C).

(8

i

) To prove 8xA(x), I an prove A(y) with a new variable y (i.e. y not used

before).

(8

e

) If 8xA(x) belongs to KL then, I an add A(t) to KL for any t suh that A(t)

is a orret statement.

(9

i

) To prove 9xA(x), I an prove A(t) for some t suh that A(t) is a orret

statement.

(9

e

) If 9xA(x) belongs to KL, I an add A(y) to KL where y is a new variable (i.e.

y is not used before).

(:

i

) To prove (non A), I an add A to KL and get a ontradition (see below).

(:

e

) If (non A) and A belong to KL then, I an prove anything and we say we have

a ontradition.

(Abs) To prove A, I an add (non A) to KL and get a ontradition. This is known

as the absurdity reasoning. Note that this rule is neither an introdution nor

an elimination rule.

(other) The axioms for the partiular theory we are using: indution on natural

numbers, group axioms, ...

3.3 Using PhoX with students.

In our third year ourse, we start making proofs in the �rst tutorial session (TS).

We begin with formulas without quanti�ers. It is, in partiular, the oasion to

give them some tools: for example, [(A ^B)! C℄$ [A! (B ! C)℄ whih means

that to have an assumption in the form of \and" or to have the two assumptions

separately is, in fat, the same thing. Then, we introdue formulas using quanti�ers.

We also begin with simple examples suh as 9x(A ^ B) ! 9xA ^ 9xB. When we

ask the students to show (on paper) the onverse ... half of them sueeds beause

they give the same name to the x whih satis�es A and the one whih satis�es B,

even if we had insisted on this problem of name in the 9

e

rule! The fat of being

able to show that they badly apply the rule is interesting beause they reognize

the preise soure of their error.

After 4 or 5 TS where we do proofs on paper, we introdue the omputer. The

students learn rather easily how to use it: two TS are enough.

The use of the omputer allows to make more ompliated examples that would

be impossible otherwise (writing formal proofs, without it, is tedious) but, more

importantly, the mahine ontrols the orretness of the proof. Indeed, the student

tells the mahine whih rule he wants to apply: the mahine does it... if possible ...

and protests otherwise.

The mahine does not determine the order of use of the rules, but it helps for

using these rules, in partiular for the hoie of names for variables, whih is one of

the major diÆulties of the students.
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3.4 Examples

The main diÆulties, for us, are to �nd examples for whih:

� The formalization is very lose to the informal reasoning that is given in the

ourse of analysis or algebra.

� The properties of the objets that are onsidered do not need a ompliated

axiomatization.

� The reasoning, i.e. the hain of 8 and 9 is, from an eduational point of view,

interesting.

Note that it is easier to �nd examples from analysis than from algebra and that

these results are often eduationally more interesting beause the alternation of 3

quanti�ers(8"9�8x:::) in formulas is one of the main diÆulties for the students.

Here are the most signi�ant examples they have done during these four years:

1. The intermediate value theorem in R,

2. The uniqueness of the limit,

3. The losure of a union equals the union of the losures (in a metri spae),

4. The de�nition of ontinuity with strit inequalities (for example jx� yj < �)

is equivalent to the de�nition with non strit inequalities (i.e. jx� yj � �),

5. The image of a onneted set by a ontinuous funtion is onneted (in a

metri spae),

6. Two permutations of a set E with disjoint supports ommute,

7. If the union of two sub-sets of R is unbounded, then one of them is unbounded,

8. In a ring a prime ideal is irreduible.

9. In a prinipal ring, an ideal is maximal i� it is prime,

Eah of these examples takes a lot of time: 2 hours for the uniqueness of the

limit or the losure of a union and more than 4 hours for the intermediate value

theorem or the result in a prinipal ring. It is not the use of the omputer whih

is diÆult for them: when we work on these examples they use it easily. It is the

details of the proof itself whih are not lear for them !

Example (1) was our �rst experiment four years ago. Even if two groups su-

eeded in �nishing the proof (at home, i.e. without our help), this was learly too

diÆult for most of them. Example (9) (treated last fall) has been ompletely done

by most of the students.

The students start their work with a �le where the neessary de�nitions and

properties are given (a detailed example is given in setion 4.4). In example (1) we

also had prepared about 10 lemmas orresponding to the di�erent steps of the proof.

In example (9), we had given a short informal proof and stated an intermediate

lemma but, in the other examples, the students were left by themselves. Of ourse

we very frequently have to help them when they are stuk. When lemmas are given,

they an hoose the order in whih they are proved, i.e. they an use some of them

without proof.

The given examples are suh that there is essentially one proof in the sense that

various proofs presented in an informal way will probably be onsidered as idential

by any teaher but the length of the proofs made by the students (ounted as the

number of haraters of their �le) an hange by a fator 2. We usually make a

proof whose length is the one of the \best" student also is divided by 2 but this

mainly omes from a better use of the system.
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3.5 The diÆulties of the students

The main diÆulties, for the students, are the following:

� The fat that, in a proof, the set of hypotheses may hange and they must

know, at eah step of the proof, what an and what annot be used .

� The onfusion between hypothesis and onlusion: we, sometimes, �nd a stu-

dent trying to prove some formula whih, in fat, is an hypothesis !

� The use of free and bound variables: they do not know learly whih are the

objets whih, at some point of the proof, \exist".

� The omputer does the neessary renaming, but the student may deide, at

some point of the proof, to rename x in y even if the name y is already used.

This is reasonable, and often done, if we know that y will no more be used. But

we had the ase of students who found that renaming y in x allowed to use the

hypothesis x = 0 for y ! They did not understand why the omputer refused

to prove x = 0 even if it was an hypothesis: the mahine had not forgotten

that there were two distint x. But it took us some times to understand what

they had done.

� The distintion, for the quanti�ers, between the introdution and the elimi-

nation rules:

{ To show 8xA, the only way is to take a new x (the mahine hooses it,

not the student !) and to show A for this x. A problem is that this is

not (always) true: we an also use the absurdity rule !

{ To use an hypothesis of the form 8xA, it is neessary to give an objet

t and the student, not the mahine, must give it.

� In the proof of a formula of the form 9M8n ... a frequent error is that the

students give an M whih depends on n. The mahine is exible enough to

aept to knowM only at the end of the proof (this is often useful in analysis

when we \ut the "") but it protests if the M that is given depends on n.

When, for example, the student tells the mahine I take M = 2n+ 1 and the

mahine does not aept, this helps him to understand his error whereas if

the teaher says something as \your M may not depend on n" he does not

aept this answer so well.

On the mahine, this happens often when you use the rule 9

i

too soon, i.e.

you say that the M we are looking for uses objets that the mahine does not

\know" yet.

� Even if it is less diÆult, the impliation also auses some problems. The

traditional question on the fat that the formula \false ! true" is true is not

a problem here sine were are only onerned with proofs not with truth. But

it is diÆult for the students to imagine that, if we know 8x(A[x℄ ! B[x℄)

and we want to prove B[t℄, it will be enough to prove A[t℄: a lot of examples

are neessary before this beomes \natural" for them.

� To use an hypothesis of a form 8x twie (a �rst time with an x introdued

somewhere else and a seond time with, for example, f(x)) is diÆult. If the

name of x was x

0

, it would be simpler !

Generally speaking, it is very hard for the students to prove elementary fats on

whih, in a ourse of analysis or algebra, the teaher will spend only a few minutes

in the �rst year and will say \trivial" in the third year. However, the formal aspet
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of the mahine is neessary for the student to fully understand these notions whih,

we probably have forgotten, are diÆult. Here are two spei� examples.

� For a proof of the intermediate value theorem we took the standard proof: if

m = SupA where A = fx 2 [a; b℄ =8y 2 [a; x℄; f(y) < g then f(m) =  and

we had divided the proof in about ten lemmas. It took two hours for most of

the students to prove the �rst one: if f is ontinuous and f(x) <  then there

is a neighborhood of x (i.e. for some � > 0 ...) on whih f is smaller than

. It was also diÆult for them to �nd an upper bound for A. The pratial

use of the two properties haraterizing the least upper bound (it is a bound

and there are no smaller bounds) is a diÆult exerise, espeially when the

omputer asks for a high-level preision

� In the proof that the formulas C

1

and C

2

below are equivalent

C

1

: 8x8e>0 9a>08y(jx� yj < a! jf(x)� f(y)j < e)

C

2

: 8x8e>0 9a>08y(jx� yj � a! jf(x)� f(y)j � e)

to show C

1

! C

2

, it is neessary, after having introdued x and e, to use

C

1

with x and e. C

1

gives then an a. This a is not what we are looking for

(we should take a=2 !) but many students take this a and, of ourse, do not

sueed ! We had done this proof in detail (without the omputer) during

a TS and we gave it, on the omputer, for the examination : after an hour,

none of the students had �nished the proof !

4 A detailed example.

4.1 Introdution to PhoX

To get a system simultaneously powerful and easy to use C. Ra�alli has, in PhoX,

tempted to limit the ommands to a small number, eah of them orresponding

to easily identi�able situations. These ommands are extensible: you do not have

to add new ommands, you hange the behavior of the old ones. This allows to

prepare simple exerises beause the teaher will have ustomized the system.

The hoie of the logial bases of the system is important. Some systems, like

COQ with the alulus of onstrutions or ACL2 with a logi without quanti�er, are

too far away from the usual mathematial pratie. To remain lose to this pratie

while preserving a suÆient expressive apaity, there are, to date, only two known

formalisms : the set theory (ZF) and the higher order logi (HOL). For PhoX, we

hose the seond solution (it is also the hoie of Isabelle) beause the typed aspet

of this system allows to distinguish between the errors of type (for example, � + x

where � is a salar and x a vetor) and the errors of reasoning.

Quite omplex proofs have already been arried out with PhoX: the proof of

the ompleteness theorem of �rst order logi, Zorn's lemma, the in�nite version of

Ramsey's theorem et. Several tutorials, (among whih the one below), are provided

with the software.

4.2 The interfae.

To make a proof in PhoX, you give ommands to the system: the urrent interfae

is suÆiently user-friendly for third year students but it is not enough for �rst year

ones. Basially, there are two kinds of ommands: those (alled global ommands)

whih allow to make de�nitions or to ustomize the system and those whih are

used to do proofs.
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Commands

already interpreted

Commands not

interpreted

Answer of the

system

Navigation buttons Restart the system Interrupt the system

Figure 1: A typial PhoX sreen

The interfae is made with XEmas [1℄ and ProofGeneral [14℄ of D. Aspinall.

Figure 4.2 shows an example of PhoX sreen. The sreen is divided into two parts:

the upper part ontains the sript of the ommands given to the system and the

lower part, PhoX response to the last ommand.

The ommands already interpreted are given with a di�erent olor. Buttons of

navigation allows to go (bak and forth) at the desired point. Going bak (by using

the navigation buttons) is the only way to modify a ommand already interpreted:

that allows an intuitive use of the system while guaranteeing a oherene between

the sript and the state of the system.

The prompt >PhoX> indiates that the mahine waits for a ommand. It is

transformed into %PhoX% when the system is inside a proof.

4.3 The syntax.

PhoX uses a funtional notation (also used in languages like LISP or CAML) :

for example dx y for d(x; y) or Im f y for y 2 Im(f) or open U = 8x(U x !

9e>08y(d x y < e! U y)).

This notation is not a problem for the students beause it is very uniform.

Unfortunately, it is not the ase for some of our olleagues (not logiians)! Note: it
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is very easy to de�ne at least an in�x symbol for the membership relation and that

is the main problem, but this is really unneessary with students.

The notations for the formulas do not introdue partiular problems beause

they use traditional mathematial symbols (exept onjuntion and disjuntion).

PhoX suggests useful abbreviations suh as 8x; y A for 8x8yA, 8x2AB for 8x(Ax!

B) or 9x<yB for 9x(x < y ^ B). PhoX also uses traditional priorities to avoid

numerous parentheses, with a little exeption whih is less ommon: A ! B ! C

should be read A ! (B ! C). It is easy to extend the syntax: For example one

ould de�ne a symbol 2 to be able to write y 2 Im(f) instead of Im f y.

4.4 An example of proof.

The example given below is typial of those whih an be done with the students.

It has been treated by them.

We prove that two de�nitions of the ontinuity of a funtion are equivalent: this

equivalene, obvious for the teaher, is not at immediate all for the students. We

give only one of the diretions, the other is similar. We have written it in a rather

elaborate way in order to show the possibilities of the system. In pratie, the

students make longer proofs by breaking up some ommands with more elementary

ones (f. the remark at the end of the example). Note that the �rst part of the

example is prepared by the teaher: the work of the student begins only after the

ommand goal.

� We de�ne the sort of reals.

>PhoX> Sort reel.

� We give prediate for inequalities.

>PhoX> Cst Infix[5℄ x "<=" y : reel -> reel -> prop.

>PhoX> Cst Infix[5℄ x "<" y : reel -> reel -> prop.

>PhoX> def Infix[5℄ x ">" y = y < x.

>PhoX> def Infix[5℄ x ">=" y = y <= x.

� as well as a symbol for the distane and the real 0 (denoted by R0).

>PhoX> Cst d : reel -> reel -> reel.

>PhoX> Cst R0 : reel.

� Here are the two de�nitions of the ontinuity :

>PhoX> def ontinue1 f x =8e>R0 9a>R08y(dx y < a ! d(fx)(fy) <

e).

>PhoX> def ontinue2 f x =8e>R0 9a>R08y(dx y � a ! d(fx)(fy) �

e).

� and the lemmas needed for the proof.

>PhoX> laim lemme1 8x; y(x < y ! x � y).

>PhoX> laim lemme2 8x>R0 9y>R08z(z � y ! z < x).

� We begin the proof.

>PhoX> goal 8x; f(ontinue1f x! ontinue2 f x).

goal 1/1

|- 8x; f(ontinue1f x! ontinue2fx)

� We start with some introdutions.

%PhoX% intro 4.

goal 1/1

H := ontinue1f x

H0 := e > R0

|- 9a>R08y(dx y � a! d(fx)(fy) � e)
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� We use the ontinuity of f with e, and we remove the hypotheses H and H0

whih will not be used anymore.

%PhoX% apply H with H0. rmh H H0.

goal 1/1

G := 9a>R08y(dx y < a! d(fx)(fy) < e)

|- 9a>R08y(dx y � a! d(fx)(fy) � e)

� We de-struture hypothesis G by indiating that we want to onsider all the

9 and all the onjuntions (the students use lefts G twie with no more

indiation).

%PhoX% lefts G $9 $^.

goal 1/1

H := a > R0

H0 := 8y(dx y < a! d(fx)(fy) < e)

|- 9a

0

>R08y(dx y � a

0

! d(fx)(fy) � e)

� We use the seond lemma with H and we remove it.

%PhoX% apply lemme2 with H. rmh H.

goal 1/1

H0 := 8y(dx y < a! d(fx)(fy) < e)

G := 9y>R08z�y z < a

|- 9a

0

>R08y(dx y � a

0

! d(fx)(fy) � e)

� We de-struture again G and we rename the variable y reated.

%PhoX% lefts G $9 $^. rename y a'.

goal 1/1

H0 := 8y(dx y < a! d(fx)(fy) < e)

H1 := a

0

> R0

H2 := 8z�a

0

z < a

|- 9a

0

>R08y(dx y � a

0

! d(fx)(fy) � e)

� Now we know what is the a

0

we are looking for. We do the neessary intro-

dutions for 8, 9, onjuntions and impliations (again, the students will use

intros several times with no more indiation). Two goals are reated, as well

as an existential variable (denoted by ?1) for whih we have to �nd a value.

%PhoX% intros $8 $9 $^ $!.

goal 1/2

H0 := 8y(dx y < a! d(fx)(fy) < e)

H1 := a

0

> R0

H2 := 9z�a

0

z < a

|- ?1 > R0

goal 2/2

H0 := 8y(dx y < a! d(fx)(fy) < e)

H1 := a

0

> R0

H2 := 8z�a

0

z < a

H3 := dx y � ?1

|- d(fx)(fy) � e

� The �rst goal is solved with the hypothesis H1 indiating this way that ?1 is

a

0

. The seond is automatially solved by PhoX by using lemma1, and this

�nishes the proof.

%PhoX% axiom H1. auto +lemme1.

Remark. Instead of the ommand auto +lemme1 one ould also say elim lemme1.
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elim H0. axiom H3. or apply H0 with H3. elim lemme1 with G. where G is an

hypothesis produed by the �rst ommand.

A good exerise for the reader onsists in understanding what these ommands do.

The appendix should help you !

5 Conlusion.

At the end of the semester, we ask the students their opinion on the interest of this

training. This small investigation seems to show that the experiment is appreiated

... even if we do not use demagogy beause the sores the students obtain at the

examination do not have anything exeptional. It is also important to note that

this experiene is done with students in math (not omputer siene!) and, at the

beginning, many an hardly use a omputer.

5.1 Questionnaire

The goal of the logi ourse was twofold

goal 1 : to help you (by formalizing the onept of proof) to make orret proofs

(also in the other ourses) in partiular by orretly handling the onepts of

free or bound variables and the rules of introdution and elimination of the

impliation and the quanti�ers.

goal 2 : to do a bit of logi as suh, i.e.

� to help you to understand the di�erene between syntax (proofs) and

semantis (the onept of struture and truth)

� to show you how the basi onepts in math (integers and sets) an be

introdued.

Would you like to answer the following questions. Their purpose is the improve-

ment of this ourse for the next year. Answer to eah question by a note from 0 to

5:

1. Do you think (independently of your �nal sore) that, for you, goal 1 was

ahieved ? (0 = not at all, 5 = ompletely)

2. Same question for goal 2 ? (0 = not at all, 5 = ompletely)

The purpose of the work on omputers was to help you to reah goal 1.

3. Do you think it atually helped you ? (0 = not at all, 5 = ompletely)

4. Do you think we spent too muh time with the omputer ? (0 = too muh, 5

= not enough)

5. Was it diÆult for you to learn how to use PhoX ? (0 = very diÆult, 5 =

very easy)

5.2 Results

The table below gives the averages obtained to eah question. They are of ourse

only averages whih hide the fat that some answers are 5... and some others are

0.
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Question 1 2 3 4 5

98/99 2.3 2.3 2.5 2.3 1.9

99/00 2.8 2.1 2.9 3.5 3.1

00/01 3.2 2.8 3.3 3.3 3.0

01/02 3.3 3.0 2.8 3.1 3.0

5.3 For the future

Even if the results are not spetaular, this experiment appears extremely positive:

it helped us to better understand where the major diÆulties of the students are

and it made them progress. For better results, it would undoubtedly be neessary

to be able to spend muh more time and to begin this kind of work at the beginning

of the undergraduate studies. Our experiment shows that the aquisition of the

very simple (for us !) reasonings that are neessary to prove the uniqueness of the

limit needs a long time for the students. Sine one annot spend one hour in the

alulus ourse to show this result, this training should be made elsewhere. When

the proess of imitation of the teaher goes well (this has been the ase for us when

we were students), that is enough but it seems that, for the majority of the students,

this proess is not enough any more. Will we sueed to onvine our olleges of

that ?

The students an use PhoX by their own. They an thus do detailed proofs of

results given in the other ourses. But we must be realisti: one should say \they

ould do" beause, in fat, they do not. They have to understand heaps of other

inomprehensible things! For the immediate future, we will

� Try to improve the interfae to make the software user-friendly, in partiu-

lar for �rst year students. But it is a very big work... and it is very little

reognized as a real work by our ommunity!

� Try the same experiment with �rst year students.
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A The ommands of PhoX.

A.1 Global ommands.

These ommands are used, primarily, to de�ne the mathematial voabulary we use

and to state the properties we want to prove. In our pratie, the students do not

write themselves these ommands: it is the teaher who prepared a sript where

they are inluded.

Sort allows to introdue news sorts of objets. For example the ommands Sort salar. Sort vetor.

introdue two new sorts, for the vetors and for the salars. This onept al-

lows to apture the typing errors, for example, the attempt to add vetors

and salars.

From these atomi sorts, PhoX will reognize, for all sorts s and s

0

, the sort

of the funtions from s to s

0

denoted by s! s

0

.

These onepts, a priori omplex, are not problemati for the students, mainly

beause they appear only in the ommands Sort and Cst, whih are prepared

by the teaher, and in the error messages oming, for example, from the

attempt to add a vetor and a salar.

Cst allows to de�ne new onstants. For example, the ommands Cst S0: salar.

Cst V0: vetor. de�nes two onstants S0 for the salar 0 and V0 for the

vetor 0. These two objets will be then learly distint objets. We an also

de�ne funtional onstants:

Cst lInfix[3℄ x "+" y : vetor -> vetor -> vetor.

Cst rInfix[2℄ x "*" y : salar -> vetor -> vetor.

We have said that + is assoiative on the left, � is assoiative on the right

and that � has higher priority than +. This allows to write a �x+ b � y+  � z

instead of ((a �x)+ (b � y))+ ( � z). The relative omplexity of the ommand

again is not an obstale sine it has been prepared by the teaher.

def allows to make de�nitions. Note that it is not neessary to give the sort of

the objets: it is automatially omputed by PhoX using the type inferene

algorithm of Damas-Milner [2℄. For example:

def inj f = 8x; y(fx = fy ! x = y).

Cst Infix[5.0℄ x "<" y : real -> real -> prop.

def Infix[5.0℄ x ">" y = y < x.

laim allows to give axioms.

laim S_inj 8x; y 2 N(Sx = Sy ! x = y).

goal allows to start the proof of a statement.

goal 8h; g(injh ^ inj g ^ 8x(hx = x _ gx = x)! 8x(h(gx) = g(hx)).

save �nishes a proof. When there is nothing more to prove, the ommand save nom_du_theoreme.

asks the system to save the theorem for future uses. This ommand also builds

the proof tree and heks it. The orretion of the theorem does not rely on the

orretion of the ommands used during the proof, but only on the orretion

of this simple veri�ation.

Proof ommands.

These ommands are used to build proofs. There are few of them and they orre-

spond to intuitive stages of reasoning: it is essential for the students beause they

must easily see the parallel between the proofs arried out with PhoX and those,
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more informal, made elsewhere in mathematis. During a proof, there are a er-

tain number of goals to ahieve. Eah of them has a single onlusion and a set of

assumptions to whih PhoX gives a name. Here is an example with two goals:

goal 1/2

H := injh

H1 := inj g

H2 := g x = x

H3 := g(hx) = hx

|- h(gx) = g(hx)

goal 2/2

H := injh

H1 := inj g

H2 := hx = x

|- h(gx) = g(hx)

This may seem heavy beause, at eah step of the proof and for eah goal, all

the available assumptions are repeated. In fat, it is very useful form a pedagogial

point of view, beause this helps the students to understand that the available

assumptions may hange from one step to another and this is not a lear mehanism

for them.

The main ommands to progress in a proof are given below. All (exept instane

and selet whih are total) are applied to the �rst goal alled the urrent goal and

leave the other goals unhanged.

axiom allows to end the proof of the urrent goal when its onlusion is one of the

assumptions. The ommand flag auto_lvl 1 tells PhoX to automatially

detet axioms. In the following example, the ommand axiom H4 �nishes the

urrent goal:

goal 1/2

H := ontinue1f

H4 := a

0

> R0

|- a

0

> R0

intro orresponds to one introdution rule. Its ation depends on the onlusion

of the urrent goal (no assumption is used). intro n makes n introdutions.

introsmakes all the possible introdutions (atually, it is a bit more omplex

and similar to the lefts ommand desribed below). Here is a �rst example:

goal 1/1

|- 8h; g(injh ^ inj g ^ 8x(hx = x _ g x = x)! 8x(h(gx)) = (g(hx))).

%PhoX% intros.

goal 1/1

H := injh ^ inj g ^ 8x(hx = x _ g x = x) .

|- h(gx) = g(hx) .

If more than one introdution rules may be applied (for example, to show

A _ B, one an show either A or B), we an speify the name of the rule to

be applied by typing intro l (for \left") to show A or intro r (for \right")

to show B.

apply and elim orrespond to the elimination rules. They are the most omplex

ommands. In pratie, as for the introdution rules, it is useful to be able

to apply several elimination rules with a single ommand. For example, by

saying \from 8x(A(x) ! B(x)) and A(a) I dedue B(a)", we impliitly say

that we want to use the hypothesis with a for x.
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The apply ommand allows this by typing apply 8x(A(x) ! B(x)) with

A(a). In general, one uses apply H1 with H2 where H1 and H2 are the names

of the assumptions : the �rst ommand is more readable, but longer to write.

One an also give several hints (like A(a)) to apply by separating them by

the key word and.

The elim ommand is very similar to apply, but it must lead to the onlusion

of the urrent goal, whereas the apply ommand adds what it produes to

the assumptions. It is a subtle and often useful way to indiate the value of

variables. Here are two examples:

goal 1/1

H5 := 8y

0

(d x y

0

< a

0

! d(fx)(fy

0

) < a)

H6 := d x y < a

0

|- d(fx)(fy) < a

%PhoX% elim H5.

goal 1/1

H5 := 8y

0

(d x y

0

< a

0

! d(fx)(fy

0

) < a)

H6 := d x y < a

0

|- d x y < a

0

We ould have written elim H5 with H6 to avoid the ommand axiom H6.

goal 1/1

H := ontinuousf

H1 := U(fx)

H0 := 8x

0

2 U 9a>R08y(d x

0

y < a! Uy)

|- 9a>R08y(d x y < a! inversef U y)

%PhoX% apply H0 with H1.

goal 1/1

H := ontinuousf

H1 := U(fx)

H0 := 8x

0

2 U 9a>R08y(d x

0

y < a! Uy)

G := 9a>R08y(d (fx) y < a! Uy)

|- 9a>R08y(d x y < a! inversef U y)

prove and use orrespond to the introdution of a lemma. prove A indiates

that we want to prove A �rst to use it later to solve the urrent goals. The

ommand use A just inverses the two goals.

goal 1/1

H := bijetive(f Æ f)

|- bijetivef

%PhoX% prove injetive f.

goal 1/2

H := bijetive(f Æ f)

|- injetivef

goal 2/2

H := bijetive(f Æ f)

H0 := injetivef

|- bijetivef

left and lefts orrespond to introdution rules for the assumptions. Even if

these rules (we have not seen them yet) are derivable from the others, they

are essential in pratie. For instane, we use them to replae an assumption

of the form A ^ B by two hypotheses A and B. The lefts version (whose

behavior an be ontrolled with the same syntax as intros by indiating the
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onnetives it should breaks) performs one or more of these rules :

goal 1/1

H2 := 8z�e

0

z < e

G := 9a>R08y(d x y � a! d(fx)(fy) � e

0

)

|- 9a>R08y(d x y < a! d(fx)(fy) < e

0

)

%PhoX% lefts G $9 $^.

goal 1/1

H2 := 8z�e

0

z < e

H3 := a > R0

H4 := 8y(d x y � a! d(fx)(fy) � e

0

)

|- 9a>R08y(d x y < a! d(fx)(fy) < e

0

)

by_absurd allows to use the absurdity rule by adding the negation of the onlusion

to the assumptions:

goal 1/1

H := :8x(X x)

|- 9x:(X x)

%PhoX% by_absurd.

goal 1/1

H := :8x(X x)

H := :9x:(X x)

|- 9x:(X x)

Another way to use absurdity is elim exluded_middle with A whih will

introdue two goals, one with A in the assumptions, the other with its negation.

Other ommands are related to absurdity like the De Morgan's laws (see

ommand rewrite).

unfold and unfold_hyp allow to replae a symbol by its de�nition. The �rst ats

on the onlusion, the seond on an assumption:

goal 1/1

H := ontinue1f

H0 := ouvertU

|- ouvert(inverse f U)

%PhoX% unfold ouvert. unfold_hyp H0 ouvert.

goal 1/1

H := ontinue1f

H0 := 8x 2 U 9a>R08y(d x y < a! Uy)

|- 8x 2 (inverse f U) 9a>R08y(d x y < a! inversef Uy)

auto and trivial indiate to PhoX to try to solve the urrent goal. One should

not expet a mirale, and we often have to interrupt the proof searh (using

the \Interrupt" button).

instane. Some rules (as 9

e

) need to �nd the good value for a variable. PhoX

does not require this value immediately. In this ase, the system introdues an

existential variable whose name starts with a question mark. The ommand

instane gives the value of suh a variable:

goal 1/1

H5 := 8y

0

(d ?1 y0 < a

0

� > d(f?1)(fy

0

) < a)

H6 := d x y < a

0

|- d(fx)(fy) < a

%PhoX% instane ?1 x.

goal 1/1

H5 := 8y

0

(d x y0 < a

0

� > d(fx)(fy

0

) < a)
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H6 := d x y < a

0

|- d(fx)(fy) < a

selet allows to hange the urrent goal. It is espeially useful when several goals

have an existential variable and we want to start with the goal whih \fores"

the value of this variable.

rewrite, rewrite_hyp orrespond to equational reasoning. The �rst ommand

allows to transform the onlusion of the urrent goal by using an equality,

the seond does the same for an assumption. The example below orresponds

to De Morgan's laws. demorgan is here the name of a list of theorems orre-

sponding to eah law:

goal 1/1

H := Adh (UnionAB)x

H0 := :(8e>R0 9y 2 A (d x y) < e _ 8e>R0 9y 2 B (d x y) < e)

|- False

%PhoX% rewrite_hyp H0 demorgan.

goal 1/1

H := Adh(UnionAB)x

H0 := 9e>R08y 2 A:(d x y < e) ^ 9e>R08y 2 B :(d x y < e)

|- False

from A indiates to the system that it has to look for the equational reasoning

steps that allow to transform the onlusion of the urrent goal into A. This

orresponds to the usual manner to write equational proofs (one indiates the

di�erent steps without speifying the transformations arried out). Unfortu-

nately, the automation of PhoX is not very powerful and it is often (but not

always)neessary to indiate more steps than required for a human reader.
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